Breast cancer heterogeneity: evaluation of clonality in primary and metastatic lesions.
Breast cancers often contain different clones of tumor cells. Attention to the cellular properties of breast cancer metastases may identify characteristics in primary tumors that are associated with metastasis. Such characteristics could include DNA content, cell proliferation, abnormal oncogene expression, or relative cell population (clonal dominance). We examined DNA ploidy (image analysis), proliferation index (proliferating cell nuclear antigen-1 immunostaining), and expression of Her-2/neu oncoprotein in 17 invasive breast cancer samples (36 primary tumor samples) and 82 corresponding regional metastases. In all samples the primary tumor was multiclonal (usually biclonal) by DNA ploidy analysis. In approximately 90% of metastatic DNA clones (30 of 34) the corresponding clone was identified in a primary tumor sample representing 25% or more of the tumor cell population (significant clone). A majority DNA clone (> or = of tumor cell population) existed in 60% (21 of 36) of primary tumor samples and in 70% (60 of 82) of metastases (30% diploid v 70% nondiploid in both groups). In approximately 50% of metastases (37 of 82) an unexpected majority clone was identified (not a majority in any primary tumor sample) and the ratio of diploid to nondiploid clones also was 30% to 70%. However, in 80% of majority metastatic clones (46 of 60) that clone was a significant primary tumor clone. Proliferation index was quite variable in primary tumor samples and in corresponding metastases. Overexpression of Her-2/neu oncoprotein in the primary tumor of seven of 10 patients also was identified in all corresponding metastases in five of seven patients and in some metastases in two of seven patients. The metastases in three Her-2/neu-negative patients were all negative. We conclude that (1) DNA clones are stable after metastasis, (2) clonal majorities in metastases reflect clones identified in primary tumors, (3) different metastatic clones from an individual tumor can establish clonal majorities, (4) neither diploid nor aneuploid cells have a metastatic advantage in breast cancer, (5) proliferation indices are heterogeneous, and (6) overexpression of Her-2/neu is usually consistent between primary tumors and corresponding metastases.